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WAACAB has introduced Cable and Wire products like Solar Cable, Flat Submersible 

Cable, House Wire & Earthing Cable, Welding Cable, Rubber Battery Cable, 

Aluminium/Copper Armoured & Unarmoured cable, Flexible cable and many more.

All the required certifications are available with us like ISO, BIS, TUV, IEC, RoHS, CE, EN-

50618 and having wide range of E-Beam, XLPO, XLPE, ZHFR, FRLS, HRFR, FR Insulated 

Cables and Wires of LT range.

We have been approved in GeM, R&B Gujarat, PWD Himachal Pradesh, TPCODL 

Odisha, CREDA Chhattisgarh and supplied to PGVCL, Kerala Tenders, Odisha Tenders 

and other reputed government agencies through our channel partner's and eligible 

for government tenders like MSEDCL, JREDA, KREDA, GEDA, PEDA, CREDA and 

others.

Since the beginning, our objective has remained the same to support client's success 

by consistently creating relevant solutions designed to improve business success and 

achieve financial and life goals. We have highly qualified team of professionals with an 

experience of more than 20 years and providing customer satisfaction, we are 

committed towards products quality, reliability, safety and excellent customer 

service.

Our Vision is to provide high quality and cost effective Cables & Wires to ensure 

complete satisfaction of users. Our Mission is to virtue of our commitment to our 

stakeholders, we strive for continuous improvement in the quality of our products & 

services.

Furthermore, we believe in establishing our business models, we are creating high-

quality, environment-friendly products and strengthening our partnerships with 

stakeholders as the best partners that will maximize customer values. We can go 

beyond simply generating profits to develop forward thinking competencies.

www.waacables.com

ABOUT US
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ACDB, DCDB & AJB’S are Power Distribution come with safety 

Circuit boxes that prevent our appliances & Solar Components 

from shortcircuit & high Voltages.  We are dealing from 1KW to 

250KW & as per customize requirement. 

House wiring consists of an electrical wiring system  that 

distributes energy to be used in equipment and appliances 

around the house. It also involves the proper installation 

and operation of the electrical outlets, switches, breakers, 

meter base and different electrical circuits.

HOUSE WIRE

Solar cables interconnect solar panels and other electrical 

components of a photovoltaic system. Tinned Copper Solar PV 

cables are designed to be UV resistant and weather resistant. 

They can be used within a large temperature range.

SOLAR DC CABLE

Solar connectors facilitate electrical connectivity in solar 

energy systems. Numerous versions of connectors & 

standard non-connector junction boxes are employed in the 

solar industry and are the primary characteristic elements of 

solar modules.

CONNECTORS

ACDB, DCDB & AJB

The PVC insulated and sheathed 3 core flat cables are mainly 

used in pump connections. They are also used in many 

industrial applications. The sheath is specially made out to 

resist tough and difficult outdoor conditions & excellent 

resistant to water.

3 CORE FLAT SUBMERSIBLE CABLE
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